Thursday, October 8TH  BSSB Gazebo
  11:20 am  Welcome by Dr. Carlos Soto, Brandon Campus  President
  11:30 am  CASS Students Latin American Dance
  12 pm  Lunch: Yellow rice, black beans & roasted chicken
  12–2 pm  Live band, TheLatinFunSingers

Wednesday, October 14TH  BSSB Café
  11-11:30 am  Flamenco Guitar & Dance, Mr. & Mrs. Lugo
  12-1pm  Salsa Caliente, Dance demonstration & lessons
  12 pm  Cuban sandwiches

Thursday, October 15TH  Movie: 9:30 - 11am, BACA 109  
  La Sierra, sponsored by faculty Dr. Athena Smith
During the last decade over 35,000 people have been killed in Colombia's civil war, a now 40-year-old conflict that has moved from the nation's jungles to its cities, where left-wing guerrillas and right-wing paramilitaries combat each other and government forces. Today urban gangs allied with either side are engaged in a war for the control of neighborhood slums, with adjoining barrios pitted against one another, and the civilian populace caught in the middle. As a resident of one such Medellin barrio, La Sierra, explains, the neighborhood is "in the hands of kids with guns."

Monday, October 26TH  Movie: 6 - 8 pm, BSSB 206  
  Como Agua Para Chocolate, sponsored by faculty Mrs. Elisa Molano-Cook
This film is rich in symbolism and metaphors; the sensual food and their ingredients, Rosaura's daughter named Esperanza (Hope), and the movie's title. The Spanish idiom 'Like Water for Chocolate,' implying passion and sexual desire, refers to the extremely high temperature that water must reach in order to liquefy chocolate. Although another interpretation could be the substitution of water to make chocolate instead of milk, which gives you chocolate none the less, but is not as good, similar to Pedro marrying Rosaura to be near Tita.